
53% of consumers are more 
likely to visit a restaurant they 

perceive to be environmentally/ 
socially conscious.1

53%

83% of Millennials say it’s 
extremely important that 

companies implement programs 
to improve the environment.2

83%

1Technomic Shared Interest Study  
#15679, July 2016
2 The Conference Board® Global Consumer 
Confidence Survey (Conducted in 
Coordination with Neilsen), 2017

Meet the Disposable Chef Towel 
That Performs Like Cloth

Sysco® Earth Plus® Compostable Flax Wiper Towel

Made from 100%  
Plant-Based Material We are pleased to announce another 

exciting product in our Earth Plus 
portfolio. Our Compostable Flax Wiper 
Towel confirms Sysco’s commitment 
to providing plant-friendly non-food 
items that are both reliable and 
environmentally responsible.

Keith Korando 
Sr. Director of Disposables  
Canned & Frozen Fruits & Vegetables
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Super-Strong, All-Purpose Flax Towels:
Sustainability Without Compromise
Foodservice operators with an eye on sustainability are replacing their cloth chef towels with Compostable 
Flax Wiper Towels made from 100%-natural fiber. And in terms of performance, they’re not missing a beat. 
Disposable flax towels stand up to the toughest cleaning tasks and can be used multiple times before 
discarding or composting.* So, say hello to disposable flax towels and so long forever to your linen service.   

One-Two Punch: Essentials for Cleaning & Sanitizing

Contact Your Sysco Sales Representative to Place Your Order
* Product is compostable in commercial compost facilities. Such facilities may not exist in your area. To locate nearby commercial composting facilities, visit: findacomposter.com

Why Switch from Laundered Towels to Flax?

HIGHLY ABSORBENT
Like cloth towels, flax wipers are made  

from natural fibers that make them both 
absorbent and soft. Other disposables  

contain polymers which impede absorption.  

SUSTAINABLE
Made from 100% plant-based materials,  

flax towels are BPI Certified as Compostable* 
and a USDA Certified Biobased Product.  

They’re free of polyester and other  
petroleum-based polymers found in many 

disposable wipes and laundered towels. 

DURABLE & 
REUSABLE

Disposable flax towels are so strong they can  
be reused before discarding or composting. 

Plus, there’s no need for expensive 
linen services. 

MULTI-PURPOSE 
PERFORMANCE

Flax wipers are the ultimate chef towel.  
But they’re also absorbent and durable  

enough for tough tasks like cleaning  
messy tabletops, dirty countertops and  

greasy-grimy stovetops.   

DISPOSABLE 
ADVANTAGE

Stacks of dirty cloth towels awaiting pickup 
can harbor bacteria that create unsanitary 

conditions and foul odors. Hygienic,  
disposable flax towels can be discarded  

or composted* after use.

COST EFFECTIVE
With rental towels, you pay for laundering, 

replacement and delivery ... again and again. 
Disposable flax towels eliminate these costs.  

Compostable Flax Wiper Towels 
9908101 SUPC, Case Pack (150)

For Cleaning: All-purpose towels that  
are durable, sustainable and reusable.

C360 Surface Sanitizing System 
Bucket: 5073157, Refills: 5073182

For Sanitizing: Closed-system dispenser 
with disposable, quat-compatible wipes.




